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Abstract: Massive amounts of data drive the performance of deep learning models, but in practice,
data resources are often highly dispersed and bound by data privacy and security concerns, making
it difficult for multiple data sources to share their local data directly. Data resources are difficult to
aggregate effectively, resulting in a lack of support for model training. How to collaborate between
data sources in order to aggregate the value of data resources is therefore an important research ques-
tion. However, existing distributed-collaborative-learning architectures still face serious challenges in
collaborating between nodes that lack mutual trust, with security and trust issues seriously affecting
the confidence and willingness of data sources to participate in collaboration. Blockchain technology
provides trusted distributed storage and computing, and combining it with collaboration between
data sources to build trusted distributed-collaborative-learning architectures is an extremely valuable
research direction for application. We propose a trusted distributed-collaborative-learning mecha-
nism based on blockchain smart contracts. Firstly, the mechanism uses blockchain smart contracts
to define and encapsulate collaborative behaviours, relationships and norms between distributed
collaborative nodes. Secondly, we propose a model-fusion method based on feature fusion, which
replaces the direct sharing of local data resources with distributed-model collaborative training and
organises distributed data resources for distributed collaboration to improve model performance.
Finally, in order to verify the trustworthiness and usability of the proposed mechanism, on the one
hand, we implement formal modelling and verification of the smart contract by using Coloured Petri
Net and prove that the mechanism satisfies the expected trustworthiness properties by verifying
the formal model of the smart contract associated with the mechanism. On the other hand, the
model-fusion method based on feature fusion is evaluated in different datasets and collaboration
scenarios, while a typical collaborative-learning case is implemented for a comprehensive analysis
and validation of the mechanism. The experimental results show that the proposed mechanism can
provide a trusted and fair collaboration infrastructure for distributed-collaboration nodes that lack
mutual trust and organise decentralised data resources for collaborative model training to develop
effective global models.

Keywords: distributed collaborative learning; smart contract; model fusion; formal verification

1. Introduction

Data are important catalysts for the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the
quantity and quality of data determines the upper limit of the performance of AI models [1].
The combination of blockchain and federated learning is a highly promising research field,
especially in addressing issues related to data privacy, security and trustworthiness [2,3].
Yang et al. [4] proposed an explainable federated learning architecture and a blockchain-
based credit-scoring system (EFCS). This method uses an improved federated learning
mechanism that enhances its explainability while increasing the reliability of training
results and employs credit-qualification proof and credit-evaluation proof to further verify
the correctness of the training results. Our research differs from that of Yang et al. in
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that we focus more on the definition of collaborative behaviours, relationships and norms
among distributed cooperative nodes through blockchain smart contracts. Based on this
definition and transfer learning, we propose a feature-fusion-based model-fusion method.
Similarly to their approach, we replace the direct sharing of local data resources with
distributed-model collaboration training to organise scattered data resources for distributed
cooperation, thereby improving model performance. However, our work does not involve
an improvement in federated learning, and smart contracts play a more significant role
in the collaboration process. However, in practical application scenarios, data resources
are often highly dispersed. In addition, due to data privacy and security constraints, it
is difficult for multiple data sources to share their local data directly. It is difficult to
effectively aggregate data resources, which will lead to a lack of support for model training.
This problem restricts the further improvement in the model performance. To address
these challenges, distributed-collaborative-learning architectures based on dispersed data
have emerged. For example, the federated learning (FL) proposed by Google [5], which
implements an efficient distributed-collaboration model based on decentralised data and
computing power. Although existing distributed-collaborative-learning architectures have
made a lot of efforts in privacy protection [6], incentive mechanisms [7] and protection
against malicious attacks [8], they still assume that the collaboration is mainly performed
between trusted environments and mutually trusted collaboration nodes and rely to some
extent on third-party platforms. Security and mutual distrust have seriously affected the
confidence and willingness of data owners to collaborate. Therefore, how to ensure the
credibility and fairness of the collaboration process has become the core issue of distributed
collaboration based on decentralised data.

The development of blockchain technology [9] has filled a gap in many fields and also
brought development opportunities for distributed-collaborative-learning architecture.
As a decentralised infrastructure, blockchain provides trusted distributed storage with
good features such as the immutability, traceability and security of stored content. The ap-
plication of smart contracts [10] has greatly enhanced the scalability of the blockchain
platform, giving it Turing-complete programming capabilities and providing trusted dis-
tributed computing.

Locating the problem of scattered data resources and the low trustworthiness of
existing distributed-collaborative-learning architectures, we propose a trusted distributed-
collaborative-learning mechanism based on blockchain smart contracts. The mechanism
uses the blockchain as a distributed collaborative execution environment, and the coopera-
tive behaviour and specifications are defined and encapsulated by smart contracts. At the
same time, a model-fusion method based on feature fusion is proposed to realise model col-
laborative training to improve the model performance. The mechanism strives to provide a
trusted and fair distributed-collaboration infrastructure, enabling all collaboration parties
to perform trusted distributed collaboration in the absence of mutual trust and third-party
intermediary dependence.

The innovations and contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We use smart contracts to define and encapsulate collaborative behaviours, relation-
ships and specifications between distributed-collaboration nodes.

• Based on the idea of smart contract collaboration architecture and transfer learning,
we propose a model-fusion approach based on feature fusion to replace the direct
sharing of local data resources with distributed-model collaboration training.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 summarises the work
involved. Section 3 details the architecture and design details of the collaborative-learning
mechanism. In Section 4, we implement a formal verification of the mechanism to prove its
trustworthiness. In Section 5, the usability of the mechanism is demonstrated by means of
experiments and a case study. The conclusion is presented in Section 6.
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2. Related Work

At present, many researchers are committed to combining blockchain technology
with distributed-collaborative-learning architecture. Flexible consensus protocols, effec-
tive incentives, privacy protection, data and model management, smart contract appli-
cations and the scalability of distributed architectures are the key directions of current
research [2,11–13].

2.1. Replacing the Central Server in Distributed Learning

Traditional distributed-collaborative-learning architectures rely on a single central
parameter aggregation server, so the architecture faces single points of failure and server
trust issues. Kim et al. [14] proposed using blockchain instead of parameter servers in
federated learning. It treats each collaboration client as a blockchain node, and the client
uploads parameters to the blockchain after completing local training. The miner records
and completes the model-parameter verification, generates a new block through the proof-
of-work (POW) consensus mechanism and then each client obtains the parameter update
from the blockchain and completes the global model update locally. Qu et al. [15] made
improvements in privacy protection, the client’s local-model parameters are encrypted and
uploaded to the blockchain and the global model parameters need to be codecrypted by the
collaborative client from the block to prevent information leakage. While using differential
privacy techniques to protect data privacy, Wang et al. [16] designed reinforcement-learning-
based incentive mechanisms to improve the usability of blockchain-based federated learn-
ing frameworks. Lu et al. [17] noted that applying POW to model-parameter sharing can
cause long delays. Therefore, this paper proposes to replace POW with a proof-of-quality
(POQ) consensus mechanism to reduce the cost of communication and reduce the impact
of low-quality models on collaboration.

The above method uses the blockchain to replace the central server or increase its
credibility by integrating the parameter-interaction process into the underlying mining
mechanism of the blockchain. However, maintaining blockchain nodes requires a lot of
storage resources, and the limited resources of client devices may become a bottleneck
for collaboration. In addition, the complexity of this type of method is high, and the
modification of the consensus protocol will inevitably reduce the versatility and scalability
of the method.

2.2. Recording Distributed-Collaboration Processes

Harris et al. [18] proposed a framework for building datasets by participants, in which
data and global models are shared by all collaborators. The framework uses smart contract
hosting to continuously update the global model and gives incentives to participants based
on the improvement in the model accuracy provided by the data. Lugan et al. [19] proposed
using blockchain to record the iterative version of the global model in distributed learning,
and when the global model degraded, it could be traced back in time. Awan et al. [20]
recorded all interactions in federated learning in the blockchain, such as FL tasks, local-
model sources and global model update information. The blockchain has the traceability
and tamper-proof characteristics of stored content, which enables the central server to
safely evaluate the contribution of each collaboration client to the global model update
and motivate relevant collaboration clients. Miao et al. [21] implemented homomorphic
encryption-based federated learning, where the encrypted intermediate parameters are
stored in a blockchain in order to prevent the malicious tampering of the parameters.
Ma et al. [22] proposed a layered federated learning architecture based on blockchain,
which divides FL into a network layer, a blockchain layer and an application layer. The net-
work layer consists of peer-to-peer collaborative clients, where local-model updates and
global-parameter aggregation are performed by the collaborative clients. The blockchain
layer is responsible for the permanent storage of collaborative information in the form of
transactions, and the application layer is defined by smart contracts, which are responsible
for the publication of FL tasks and the selection of collaborative clients.
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The above literature uses blockchain as a distributed ledger to record distributed-
collaboration information, which enhances the security of collaboration and provides
credible evidence for incentive allocation and malicious-behaviour recovery. However, this
area of research does not typically improve the collaboration process of existing distributed-
collaboration architectures, and the recording of collaborative interactions does not fully
improve the untrustworthy collaboration environment.

2.3. Distributed-Collaborative-Learning Mechanism Based on Blockchain Smart Contracts

Bozkurt et al. [23] and Alsobeh et al. [24] are concerned about the problems of decen-
tralised collaboration in terms of its practical application and are attempting to address
them by using blockchain technology. Ramanan et al. [25] proposed using smart con-
tracts to implement model-parameter aggregation in federated learning and control global
model iteration and other steps. However, it may not be practical to completely replace a
central parameter server with smart contracts, and existing blockchain platforms such as
Ethereum cannot effectively support compute-intensive tasks. Mendis et al. [26] proposed
a blockchain-based decentralised computing paradigm and put forward the idea of using
blockchain to control distributed collaborative processes but did not address the details
of process design and the concrete implementation of smart contracts. In recent years,
distributed AI collaboration architectures based on smart contract designs have been pro-
posed, with research centred on the fair and trusted organisation of distributed computing
resources and the formation of an auditable marketplace for AI-pretrained models [27,28].
Oktian et al. [29] designed a complete protocol based on federated learning by using
smart contracts, including features such as incentives, model validation and collaborator-
reputation assessment, to address the problems of low client motivation to collaborate,
midway withdrawal and unauthorised model access in federated learning. The protocol is
functional; however, on-chain interactions will further increase the communication cost of
federated learning, and smart contracts may become a computational bottleneck.

In summary, the design of distributed-collaborative-learning mechanisms based on
blockchain smart contracts still has great research potential, and how to efficiently organise
decentralised data resources in the collaborative mechanism still needs further research.
Therefore, we aim to use blockchain as a trusted collaboration environment; give full
play to the unique advantages of smart contracts in realizing identity authentication and
authority management, trusted storage, incentive mechanism and data and model manage-
ment in distributed collaboration; and design a trusted distributed-collaborative-learning
mechanism based on decentralised data resources.

3. Method

This section first introduces the overall architecture of TDLearning, followed by a
detailed description of the smart contract design and key algorithms, and finally proposes
and analyses a model-fusion approach based on feature fusion.

3.1. Architecture of TDLearning

Effective collaboration based on decentralised data resources and the use of smart con-
tracts to ensure a trustworthy and fair collaborative process are the goals of the collaborative-
learning mechanism proposed in this paper. Blockchain smart contracts are utilised to
establish and capture collaborative behaviours and connections in this paper. Specifically,
in this study, the distributed-collaboration process of the collaborative-learning mecha-
nism is defined as a collaborative task, and a smart contract defines and encapsulates the
collaborative relationship between the actors and nodes in the task, acting as a medium
of communication and trust. At the same time, a model-fusion method based on feature
fusion is proposed based on the idea of migration learning. Instead of the direct sharing of
data resources, distributed-model collaboration training is used to organise dispersed data
resources for effective distributed collaboration.
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The overall architecture of TDLearning is shown in Figure 1. The mechanism consists
of six smart contracts, which are defined and encapsulated into three types of functional
modules: role-authority management, trusted database construction, collaborative task
management and collaborative incentive allocation. Authority management is imple-
mented by the authority-management contract (AMC), database construction is based on
the data-retrieval contract (DRC) and the data-evaluation contract (DEC) and task-process
management and motivation are based on the task-management contract (TMC) and the
task-incentive contract (TIC). The node in the mechanism contains four types of roles,
namely supervisor, task owner, task participants and model verifiers. The roles and their
corresponding collaborative behaviours are shown in Table 1. From the perspective of each
node participating in the collaborative training of the distributed model, the collaborative-
learning mechanism consists of the following three steps in total.

Figure 1. Overall architecture of TDLearning: (1) Smart contracts define and encapsulate collaborative
relationships, behaviours and specifications between collaborating nodes. (2) Collaborative model
training: a model-fusion approach based on feature fusion.

Table 1. The description of notation symbols used in TDLearning.

Role Collaborative Behaviours

Supervisor—Su
(1) Smart contract deployment and collaborative node authority management. (2) Collaboration task access
audit and collaboration node on-chain behaviour monitoring. (3) Initiation of smart-contract-function
execution, such as data-quality assessment, contract incentive, etc.

Task Owner—To

(1) To issues global-model-development tasks, specifying pretrained model structures as well as standard
test sets. (2) To registers on-chain tasks via smart contracts and completes the incentive funding pledge.
(3) After receiving all the validated pretrained models, To completes global model fusion and fine
tuning locally.

Task Participant—Tp

(1) Tp registers local private data by using a data-management contract, which participates in the
collaborative-learning task as a data node. (2) Tp uses the specified model structure to develop pretrained
models locally by using the private data. (3) After the pretrained model is verified, Tp receives automatic
motivation from the smart contract.

Model Verifier—Mv
(1) Mv completes pretrained model verification based on the standard test set given by the task owner and
uploads the validation results via the smart contract. (2) After the smart contract reaches a consensus on
the pretrained model validation, Mv receives an automatic incentive from the smart contract.
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1. Tp uses its local data to develop pretrained models.
2. Mv verifies all pretrained models by using the standard validation set provided by To.
3. To receives a validated pretrained model, and model fusion is completed by using its

local data to develop the global model.

The three types of functional modules defined and encapsulated by smart contracts
locate and solve each of the following three types of problems:

• The role-authority-management module locates the trust issue for collaborative-
learning nodes, which maintain a list of trusted collaborative nodes through the AMC.
In this mechanism, the prerequisite for participation in collaboration is the registration
and authentication of identity, and role-based authority management assigns authority
to collaborative nodes by role. The binding of identity information to authority en-
courages collaborative nodes to act honestly, and the traceability and tamper-evident
nature of the blockchain strongly restrains them from acting maliciously.

• Trusted database construction locates data-availability and collaborative-data-quality
issues. The DRC maintains an index of registered data, which enables the on-chain
retrieval of data. To achieve the keyword retrieval of blockchain data, the traditional
solution is to synchronise data off-chain for retrieval; however, due to the existence of
synchronisation cycles and the fact that off-chain data security cannot be guaranteed,
this will inevitably lead to a reduction in the data availability, hence the need for secure
on-chain retrieval in this mechanism. The DEC introduces a fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method, which uses the information in the data and the collaborative
behaviour of the data nodes as indicators to evaluate the quality of the data. The DMC
completes data registration and maintains a list of trusted data to build a trusted
database by invoking the DRC and DEC.

• The collaborative task-management and collaboration-incentive-allocation modules
locate the credibility and fairness of collaboration. The TMC controls the process
of task execution by differentiating the status of collaborative tasks and maintain-
ing task lists. At the same time, to ensure the quality of pretrained models and
the fairness of collaboration, we introduce a verification mechanism for the valid-
ity of pretrained models, in which the smart contract determines whether multiple
model verifiers have reached a consensus on model verification. Model-verification
consensus ensures verification fidelity and pretrained model validity and provides
incentive weighting metrics for collaborative incentive allocation. Once consensus is
reached, the TIC assigns incentives with predetermined rules and model-verification
results. In summary, the collaboration mechanism uses smart contracts to imple-
ment distributed-collaborative-learning-task interaction control to guarantee collabo-
rative trustworthiness.

In order to achieve distributed collaboration and reduce the risk of data-privacy leak-
age, the collaborative-learning mechanism transforms the value of data resources into the
value of pretrained models and replaces the exchange and sharing of local data among
collaborators with the fusion of pretrained models. Therefore, the effective fusion of multi-
ple pretrained models is the key to the effective organisation of distributed data resources
in collaborative-learning mechanisms. In view of the above problems and background,
inspired by migration-learning ideas, we propose a model-fusion method based on feature
fusion to achieve distributed-model collaborative training. As shown in Figure 2, task
participants complete submodel pretraining by using their local data, and the task owner
generates global features by fusing the features extracted from the pretrained submodels
and uses the global features as classifier inputs to develop global models.

3.2. Task Flow of TDLearning

As shown in Figure 3, the collaborative-learning-task process is divided into a task-
information-initialisation phase and a task-execution phase from the perspective of each
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node participating in the collaborative training of the distributed model. The core steps of
the task-information-initialisation phase are as follows.

Figure 2. Model-fusion method based on feature fusion.

1. Su deploys the relevant smart contracts and assigns a set of Mv to initialise their
credibility ratings.

2. Each collaborating node registers identity information through the AMC, and the Su as-
signs the nodes corresponding to role authority based on the identity request information.

3. Tp registers the local data summary via the DMC. The DMC invokes the DRC and
DEC to index the newly registered data and initialise its quality evaluation.

4. To registers and initialises collaborative tasks via the TMC, which specifies the task
overview, pretrained model structure, standard test sets and Mv credibility threshold,
and pledges task incentives to the TMC. To uses the smart contract to perform secure on-
chain searches and queries the quality ratings of relevant datasets to find high-value
trusted data.

5. To specifies the data nodes involved in the task, i.e., the task participants, while
the supervisor specifies the model verifiers for the task based on the Mv credibility
threshold requirement. After the above steps are completed, if the TMC determines
that sufficient collaboration incentives have been deposited, the collaboration task is
formally published.

The core steps of the task-execution phase are as follows.

1. Tps develop a pretrained model locally by using private data in the specified model
structure. Once the pretrained model is developed, Tps send it to the specified Mvs
as an on-chain encrypted transmission.

2. Mvs complete pretrained model verification locally with a standard test set specified
by To and upload the verification results encrypted to the TMC.

3. The TMC determines whether a consensus on pretrained model verification is reached
based on the verification results of Mvs. When the consensus is reached, Mvs send
the pretrained model to To via on-chain encryption. At the same time, the TMC
creates the TIC, and the TIC completes the collaboration-incentive allocation, and both
Tps and Mvs involved in the collaboration will be automatically incentivised by the
smart contract.

4. To invokes the DEC to update the collaborative data-quality evaluation. At the same
time, To invokes the AMC to update the credibility evaluation of Mvs. If a collaborative
node believes that Mv has suspicious malicious behaviour, the collaborative node can
request to initiate a trust arbitration vote on the Mv, and the AMC updates the Mv
credibility evaluation based on the vote arbitration result.
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5. To completes pretrained model fusion to develop the global model, and the collabora-
tive task ends.

Figure 3. Sequence diagram of trusted distributed cooperative-learning mechanism based on
smart contract.

3.3. Smart Contract Design

Smart contracts act as a medium of trust, a guarantee of trustworthiness and fairness
for distributed-collaborative-learning mechanisms, and this section details their key algo-
rithmic design. Table 2 shows the key notations used in TDLearning and their descriptions.

Table 2. Notation symbols used in TDLearning.

Notation Description

Naddress Collaborative node Ethereum address
Nin f o Node identity and authority information
Nrole/Nstatus Node role/status
Nname/Nsummary Node name/summary
Dhash/Dstatus Data hash/availability status
Dname/Dsummary Data name/summary
Tname Collaborative task name
Tsummary/Treward Task summary/incentive benchmark
Tsecret Cryptographic numbers for model verification
Vn The number of Mvs specified by To
Cv Credibility for Mv
Vθ Credibility threshold for Mvs
θ Model-verification thresholds

3.3.1. Role-Authority Management

As shown in Algorithm 1, the role-authority-management module is implemented by
the AMC, which implements a role-based authority-management mechanism for accessing
and assigning authority to collaborative nodes to participate in collaboration. Its core
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function is to maintain a list of trusted collaborative nodes. In addition, the Mv is a special
collaborative role, which interacts with both the To and the Tp. Therefore, the AMC records
the list of Mvs and maintains credibility values for them. When the To and Tps believe that
the Mv is behaving suspiciously, they can apply to the Su to initiate arbitration, and the
AMC will initiate a trust arbitration vote on the Mv.

Algorithm 1 Authority Management (AMC)

1. nodeRegister():
if (msg.sender is not registered)

Update node list: Nin f o[msg.sender] = nodeInfo (Nrole, Nstatus, Nname, Naddress,
Nsummary);

Initialise node authority;
else

return false;
2. updateAuthority():
require (msg.senderrole == Su)

Update Nin f o [Naddress.nodeRole] = Nrole;
Update Nin f o [Naddress.nodeStatus] = Nstatus;

3. updateVerifiersCredit():
require (msg.senderrole == Su)

for each i in Mvs
if (i is not been applied for arbitration)

Cvi = Cvi + 1;
else

Su creates the arbitration for i;

(a) A new node participating in a collaborative task calls nodeRegister() to register
identity information with the blockchain. Nrole is represented by four sets of key–value
pairs, 0 for an undefined role, 1 for Su, 2 for To and Tp and 3 for Mv. Nstatus is represented
by two sets of key–value pairs, 0 for pending audit or illegal status and 1 for legal status.
Naddress is a unique node identifier, which is bound to the identity-authority information by
keyword mapping.

(b) Su calls updateAuthority to edit collaborative node permissions. The blockchain
keeps a realistic record of collaborative interactions, allowing Su to intervene in a timely
manner when a node behaves suspiciously.

(c) Su deploys smart contracts while initializing Mv and initializing Cv. To deal with
potentially malicious behaviour, the collaborative-learning mechanism introduces a model
verifier credibility-evaluation system and an arbitration voting mechanism for suspicious
behaviour. After the collaborative task is completed, Su calls the updateVerifiersCredit() to
update Cv. Cv is updated as shown in Equation (1), where n is the number of untrusted
votes for Mv in the arbitration vote and n is 0 to mean that no node in this task has
requested to initiate arbitration for Mv. m is the number of Tps, and Su removes the Mv
from the verifiers list and sets Cv to 0 when more than half of the Tps believe that the Mv
has suspicious behaviour:

Cv =


Cv + 1, n = 0
Cv − n, n ≤ m

2

0, n > m
2

(1)

3.3.2. Trusted Database Construction

Trusted database construction is implemented by the DMC, DRC and DEC. The DRC
creates an inverted index for on-chain data to support the keyword retrieval of data.
The on-chain data retrieval returns the latest status of the data in real time, enhancing the
data availability of the collaboration mechanism, which therefore eliminates the need to
maintain an off-chain synchronised database. The data-assessment contract introduces a
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fuzzy comprehensive evaluation mechanism to evaluate the quality of the data involved in
the collaboration. This evaluation process is automatically completed by the smart contract,
and the relevant data-quality evaluation is updated at the end of each collaborative task.
The DMC implements data registration on the chain. Its core function is to maintain the list
of available data and to build a high-value trusted database by calling the DRC and DEC.
The core steps are described below:

(a) Data registration. Tp calls the dataRegister() to register data information with the
blockchain. Dhash is a unique identifier of the data in the data list, which is bound to the
rest of the data information by keyword mapping.

(b) Data indexing. The blockchain continuously listens for the data-registration event
“event DataReg(Dhash)”, and the DMC uses this to determine whether the corresponding data
have been registered. When a collaborating node completes the registration of new data,
the smart contract creates an inverted index for it. The detailed steps for index building
are shown in Algorithm 2, which consists of two steps: data summary preprocessing and
building the inverted index.

Algorithm 2 Data registration and retrieval (DMC and DRC)

1. dataRegister():
if msg.sender has audited and these data are not registered then

Update database: DataSet[Dhash] = dataDescription (Dname, Dsummary, Dhash, Dstatus);
else

throws;
end if
2. createDataIndex(): when the blockchain has listened for data-registration event:
lexicon[] = processString (Dsummary);
for all each word i in lexicon[] do

if 0 == bytes (lexicon[i]) or stopWords[lexicon[i]] then
continue;

else
word = stem (lexicon[i]);
if 0 == invertedIndex[word]. termFrequency (Dhash) then

invertedIndex[word]. hashList.push (Dhash);
invertedIndex[word]. termFrequency (Dhash) ++;

else
invertedIndex[word]. termFrequency (Dhash) ++;

end if
end if

end for

• Data-summary preprocessing. When the blockchain listens for a data-registration
event, the DRC calls propressString() and stem() to traverse the Dsummary and
complete the preprocessing. The preprocessing includes special character substitution,
word separation and stemming, and the DRC builds the dictionary through these steps.

• Building the inverted index. The smart contract iterates through the dictionary and
updates the inverted list PostingList with the inverted index table invertedIndex when
the dictionary array lexicon[i] is not empty and not for retrieving stop words. The in-
verted list stores a list of data indexes as well as word frequencies. The inverted
index table is in the form of key–value pairs, where the key is the word and the value
is the inverted list corresponding to the word. Through the above steps, the smart
contract establishes a keyword dictionary and an inverted index table corresponding
to each of these words. In addition, due to the peculiarities of the permanent storage
of blockchain data, the data-retrieval contract designs a list of stop words. When
you want data related to a keyword to no longer be searchable, add the keyword to
the table.
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3.3.3. Collaborative Task Management and Collaboration-Incentive Allocation

To protect data privacy, the blockchain only stores a summary of the data, so the
registration of the data by data nodes, i.e., Tp, is completely subjective, and it is difficult
to assess the quality of their local data. In order to cope with this problem, we introduce
the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method into smart contracts to realise the quality
evaluation of on-chain registration data. In order to realise the dynamic evaluation of the
dataset quality, the evaluation factors are divided into initial static-evaluation factors and
dynamic-behaviour-evaluation factors. For example, for supervised classification questions,
set the evaluation factors as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Factor sets of the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.

Initial Static Factors Dynamic Behaviour Factors

Data size: Dsize Number of tasks completed: Tnum
Sample label completeness: Dlable Completion time for this task: Ttime
Node computing power: Dnode Node Credits: Ncredit

The three initial evaluation factors and Tnum all belong to a skewed large trapezoidal
distribution, corresponding to the function shown in Equation (2), where x is the true value
of the evaluation factor and S(x) is the rating of the evaluation factor, and the constants a
and b are determined by the properties of the task and the associated dataset, respectively:

S(x) =


0, x < a
x−a
x−b , a ≤ x ≤ b
1, b < x

(2)

Ttime is affiliated with a small skewed trapezoidal distribution with the corresponding
function shown in Equation (3), and t is the predefined model submission-time threshold
for the collaborative task:

S(x) =


1, x < t
2t−x

t , t ≤ x ≤ 2t
0, 2t < x

(3)

Ncredit is set as an adjustable constant with the update expression as in Equation (4).
C is the current credit value, Cr is the task-completion credit reward value and Cp is the
noncompletion credit penalty value. θi is the value of the pretrained model-verification
metric for data node i, such as the model-classification accuracy, and θ is the model-
verification metric threshold:

C =

{
C + Cr, θi ≥ θ
C − Cp, θi < θ

(4)

The evaluation steps are shown in Algorithm 3, including initialising the data scores
and updating the data scores. The smart contract calculates a composite score Dscore based
on a predefined weight vector and evaluation factors, as shown in Equation (5). Ei is the
evaluation factor, wi is the corresponding weight and Dscore ∈ [0, 1], with higher scores
representing the higher quality of the corresponding dataset:

Dscore = ∑ wi × Ei (5)

In summary, the data-index construction and data-quality evaluation are performed
through smart contracts, and the data registered by the data nodes to the blockchain are
organised into the structure shown in Figure 4. Each piece of data in the trusted database is
associated with a data owner and is highly structured in a way that creates an inverted index
for easy data retrieval. A data-quality-evaluation mechanism encourages data nodes to
upload high-value data, and records of dynamic updates to the data scores are permanently
stored in the blockchain in the form of transactions.
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Algorithm 3 Data evaluation (DEC)

1. Initialisation: when the blockchain has listened for data-registration event: initScore =
calInitialScore (getDdescription (Dhash));
2. updateDataScore(): require (msg.senderrole == Su);
if the compute node completes the task as required then

ScoreSet [Dhash].nodeCredit++;
ScoreSet [Dhash].taskNumber++;
ScoreSet [Dhash].taskTime = Ttime;

else
ScoreSet [Dhash].nodeCredit -= 2;

end if
Dscore = initScore + ΣEi · ωi;

Figure 4. Structure of collaborative data on the blockchain.

3.3.4. Collaborative Task Management and Collaboration Incentive Allocation

Collaborative task management and incentive allocation are achieved by the TMC
and TIC. The TMC records the collaborative tasks registered to the blockchain and con-
trols the task process by changing the task status to ensure the trustworthiness and fair-
ness of the tasks. The TIC incentivises Tps and Mvs according to predefined rules and
model-verification results. In the collaborative-learning mechanism, the task state is di-
vided into: initialisation, formal publication, model-verification consensus and task end.
Algorithm 4 shows the detailed steps of the task-management contract, Algorithm 5 intro-
duces the incentive mechanism of the collaborative task and the details of the collaborative
interactions at each stage of the collaborative-learning task are described below. In the
collaborative task, there are m task participants and n model verifiers.

(a) Task initialisation. To calls taskRegister() to register the collaborative-learning task
with the blockchain and pledge the task incentive, after which the smart contract initialises
the task status and publishes the associated event. After task initialisation is completed, the
TMC randomly assigns Vn model verifiers according to the task owner’s requirements and
determines whether sufficient task incentives have been pledged according to Equation (6).
In Equation (6), Tamount is the incentive amount already pledged by To and k is the Mv
reward factor, k ∈ (0, 1].

Tamount ≥ Tps.length × Treward × Vn × k (6)

(b) Task formal publication. After the smart contract determines that To has pledged
sufficient task incentives, the task is officially published and To provides a standard test set
of collaborative tasks for all model verifiers. Tps develop pretrained models by using their
local data and subsequently send the models to all designated model verifiers. The above
interactions are transmitted encrypted via the transmit() function shown in Equation (7),
which prevents the leakage of data and models related to the collaborative task and is
stored in the blockchain in the form of transactions. In Equation (7), from is the address of
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the message publisher, to is the address of the message recipient, key is the public key of the
message recipient and the data are stored by IPFS [30] to reduce the storage overhead of
the blockchain:

transmit( f rom, to, key, IPFS(message)) (7)

Algorithm 4 Collaborative task management (TMC)

1. taskRegister():
if msg.sender has audited and this task is not registered then

Update database: TaskSet [Tname] = taskDesc (Tname, Tsummary, Treward, Tps, Vθ , Tsecret);
TaskSet [Tname].status = initialisation;

else
return false

end if
2. taskPublish():
if Tamount ≥ Tps.length * Treward + Mvs.length * Treward * k then

TaskSet [Tname].status = formal publication;
for each verifier j in Mvs do

Transmit (To, j, keyj, IPFS(validation set));
Participants use private data to train their own local model;

end for
for each participant i in Tps and each verifier j in Mvs do

Transmit (i, j, keyj, IPFS(modeli));
end for

end if
3. verifyConsensus():
for each verifier j in Mvs do

resultj = Hash (acc1, acc2, . . . , accm, secretj);
end for
The random verifier uploads the plaintext result – accuracy []
consensusFlag = true
for each verifier j in Mvs do

if Hash (accuracy [], secretj) ̸= resultj then
consensusFlag = false;

end if
end for
if consensusFlag = true then

Go to Algorithm 5
for each verifier j in Mvs do

Transmit (j, To, keyTo, IPFS(veri f iedmodels));
end for

else
Go to (3);

end if
4. updateEvaluation(): require (fundsToParticipants and fundsToVerifiers), go to Algo-
rithm 1. (3) and Algorithm 2, TaskSet [Tname]. status = task end;

(c) Model-verification consensus and collaborative-task incentives. After receiving
multiple pretrained models, model verifiers perform model verification by using the
standard test set and upload the cryptographic verification results through the smart
contract after completing all model verifications. The verification metric is the model-
classification accuracy, and the cryptographic verification result of model verifier j is shown
in Equation (8). Once all verifiers have completed uploading their encrypted verification
results, the smart contract randomly assigns a verifier to upload the plaintext verification
results and compares them to the encrypted verification results. If the comparison results
are consistent, the smart contract declares a consensus on model verification, and Mv
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calls transmit() to send the validated pretrained model to To as an on-chain encrypted
transmission. If the consensus is not reached, Su steps in and restarts a new round of
model-validation consensus. Once the TMC determines that consensus has been reached, it
will create the TIC for the task and transfer the To pledge incentive to that contract:

resultj = Hash(acc1, acc2, ..., accm, secretj) (8)

The incentive mechanism is shown in Equation (9), where the TIC incentivises task par-
ticipant i by Treward and the model accuracy weight, where θcount is the number of models
that satisfy the predefined verification threshold of the collaborative task, and the model
verifier j incentive is determined by Treward and incentive factor k. In addition, the TIC
determines whether all collaborative nodes have been incentivised by setting incentive flag
bits fundsToParticipants and fundsToVerifiers. The remaining funds are returned to To after
the incentive is completed:

rewardparticipants[i] = θcount × Treward × acci
Σaccuracy

rewardparticipants[j] = Treward × k (9)

(d) End of task. Consensus on model verification marks the completion of the main
collaborative-learning step, and the subsequent allocation of incentives for collaboration
is automatically performed by the smart contract according to predefined rules. At the
same time, the DEC updates the data-quality evaluation, and the AMC updates the model-
validator reputation value. Once the above steps are completed, the collaborative task ends
and To completes global model development by fusing pretrained models. In summary,
blockchain provides a trusted collaborative environment for collaborative-learning mecha-
nisms, acting as a distributed ledger to record collaborative node interactions, and smart
contracts to control the process of collaborative tasks through predefined rules, allowing for
trusted and fair collaboration between collaborative nodes that do not fully trust each other.

Algorithm 5 Collaboration-incentive allocation (TIC)

1. getTaskInfo(): Iin f o = getTaskInfo (Tname), fundsToParticipants = false, fundsToVerifiers =
false;
2. nodeIncent():
for each participant i in Tps do

if accuracy[i] ≥ θ and fundsToParticipants = false then
Tpi.transfer(θcount * Treward * acci

Σacc );
end if

end for
fundsToParticipants = true;
for each verifier j in Mvs do

Mvj.transfer(Treward * k);
end for
fundsToVerifiers = true;
3. refund(): require (fundsToParticipants and fundsToVerifiers), To. transfer(address (this.
balance));

3.4. Model-Fusion Method Based on Feature Fusion

Based on the above blockchain smart contract collaboration architecture and transfer
learning [31], we propose a model-fusion method based on feature fusion to enable collabo-
rative model training to aggregate dispersed data resources. The method consists of the
following two steps:

1. Submodel pretraining: data node i (i ∈ [1, n]) develops a pretrained model i by using
its local data.
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2. Model fusion and fine tuning: The task-publishing node uses its local data to perform
parallel-feature extraction from n pretrained submodels and then uses an attention
mechanism to fuse the extracted features from the submodels to generate global
features, which are finally used as the input to the classifier to obtain the global model.

Figure 5 depicts the global-model-development process for the collaborative-learning
mechanism proposed in this paper, with steps 5 and 8 corresponding to the submodel
pretraining, model fusion and fine-tuning steps, respectively. Figure 6 illustrates the model-
fusion architecture. As shown in this architecture, in order to develop a global model,
features from all pretrained submodels need to be integrated to generate global features.
Define the global model input as x, the ith submodel feature extraction layer as a function
fi, Ei as the features extracted by submodel i, F as the feature-fusion operator and V as
the global features. Then, the attention-based feature-fusion process can be formulated by
Equations (10) and (11), where Ei ∈ RC×H×W , E ∈ Rn×C×H×W and V ∈ RC×H×W :{

Ei = fi(x)
E = Fconcat(E1, E2, ..., En)

(10)

V = Fattention
(
E, f1(x), f2(x), ..., fn(x)

)
(11)

Figure 5. The process of collaborative training of the model based on blockchain.

To elaborate on Fattention, n is taken to be 3, i.e., 3 pretrained submodels are fused,
as shown in the corresponding framework for the Attention Layer in Figure 6. Naturally,
the present architecture can also be very easily extended to scenarios where n is greater than
3. The merged feature map E contains feature information extracted from all submodels,
and the global feature information is embedded in the vector T (T ∈ RC×1×1) by using
global average pooling, as shown in Equation (12). After the above steps are completed,
the vector T is fed to the fully connected layer f c, which adaptively fuses the features
further. In addition, to reduce the model computation, the number of fc neurons is set to d
(d ≤ C):

T = AvgPool(E) =
∑H

i=1 ∑W
j=1 E(i, j)

H × W
(12)

D = f c(T) (13)

The global feature information is further extracted by vector D. Subsequently, a soft
attention mechanism is introduced in order to calculate the fusion weights of the features
extracted by the different submodels. Corresponding to the three pretrained submodels,
the fully connected layer f c connects each of the three fully connected layers, i.e., the three
branches of the model: fc_1, fc_2, fc_3. Finally, the output vectors of the different fully
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connected layers are normalised by the softmax function to generate the feature attention
vectors w1, w2 and w3. The number of neurons in fc_1, fc_2 and fc_3 are all set to C to
recover the vector dimension, w1, w2 and w3 ∈ RC×1×1:

(w1, w2, w3) = so f tmax( f c_1(D), f c_2(D), f c_3(D)) (14)

Figure 6. Model fusion and fine tuning: feature-fusion method based on the attention mechanism.

In the above calculation step, the weight vectors of the features extracted by the
different submodels are obtained through the application of feature adaptive fusion and
soft attention, and then the global features V can be calculated from Equations (15) and (16),
Vi, V ∈ RC×H×W .:

Vi = wi × Ei(
n

∑
i=1

wi = 1) (15)

V = V1 + V2 + V3 (16)

In summary, the proposed method models the association between features extracted
from different submodels explicitly based on an attention mechanism and provides accurate
guidance for model fusion through the adaptive calculation of feature weights.

4. Formal Security Analysis of Smart Contracts

Smart contracts act as automated protocols with inherent execution conditions and
execution logic that define and guide distributed collaboration in a trustworthy and fair
manner. The security of smart contracts is crucial for the application of the method proposed
in this paper in collaborative learning. We use Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) [32] to implement
the formal modelling and verification of smart contracts to prove that they satisfy the
expected trustworthiness attributes. In this section, attributes are modelled for smart
contracts related to collaborative-learning mechanisms, and the hierarchical CPN model
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is constructed. We then describe the design of the formal model and verify the degree to
which its attributes are satisfied by using a simulation, state space and Model Checking.

4.1. Preliminary
4.1.1. Formal Concepts for CPN

The CPN can be described and defined by a nine-tuple, i.e., CPN = (P, T, A, ∑, V, C,
G, E, I). P is the Place Set, T is the Transition Set and A is the Arc Set. The set of the three
forms the CPN model infrastructure and satisfies the definition A ⊆ P × T ∪ T × P. ∑ is
the colour set of the CPN model, defining the data structure and type of the token in the
model. V is the Variable Set, any set of variables v ∈ V in the model satisfies the definition
Type[v] ∈ ∑. C is a colour set definition function that specifies the colour set for the token
contained in each place of the model. G is the guard function of the transition, defining the
defensive expression of the transition, whose return value is of Boolean type and is used to
determine whether the transition can be fired or not. E is an arc expression function that
specifies an expression for each directed arc in the model. I is an initialisation function that
specifies the initial state of the model.

4.1.2. CPN-Based Formal Modelling and Verification

Based on the theory of Coloured Petri Nets and the CPN Tools [33], the simulation,
state space analysis and Model Checking of CPN models can be achieved, and the formal
verification of CPN models can be completed by the above methods. The simulation execu-
tion implements interactions with the model and automatic model-simulation execution.
The state space tool automatically generates a reachable graph of all states of the model,
based on which the ASK-CTL and CPN ML [34] languages are used to implement Model
Checking and determine how well the model satisfies the desired attributes.

4.2. Attribute Modelling and the Top-Layer Model Design
4.2.1. Modelling Smart Contract Attributes

Smart contracts related to collaborative-learning mechanisms are defined as three
types of functional modules that implement role-authority management, trusted database
construction and collaborative task management and incentive allocation. Based on the
above-mentioned functionalities and security guarantees, the smart contract model should
satisfy the following attributes in order to ensure its trustworthiness:

Attribute 1: Collaborative nodes must be authorised by the smart contract to par-
ticipate in collaborative learning. The smart contract assigns different authorities to col-
laborative nodes according to their roles and can immediately restrict their collaboration
authority when they behave maliciously.

Attribute 2: collaborative nodes must meet the conditions specified by the smart
contract restriction function to perform on-chain operations.

Attribute 3: consensus on model verification requires all model verifiers to participate,
and the task-management contract creates incentive contracts for collaborative tasks only
when consensus is reached.

Attribute 4: The smart contract can initiate trust arbitration for model verifiers. If more
than half of the task participants believe that they are suspected of malicious behaviour,
the smart contract shall remove their model-verifier role authority.

4.2.2. Top-Layer Model Design

We use a hierarchical modelling approach to build a two-layer CPN model for smart
contracts, with the top-layer model shown in Figure 7. The top-layer model models the be-
haviour of each of the four aspects of smart contracts, namely role-authority management,
role-authority validation, model-validation consensus and model-validator trust arbitration,
represented by four submodules: the Authority layer, Validation layer, Consensus layer
and Arbitration layer. The top-layer model consists of nine places, with admin denoting Su,
which is responsible for authorising collaborator nodes, creating model-verifier trust arbi-
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tration and overseeing the model-verification consensus. Co_Info and Verifiers_Info denote
the collaborators (To and Tps) to be authorised and the model verifiers to be authorised,
respectively. Co_nodes and V_nodes correspond to the list of authorised collaborators and
authorised model verifiers, respectively. The Validation layer models the smart contract
and requires the restriction function, so Collaborators and Verifiers denote the collabora-
tors and model verifiers operating in the request chain, respectively, and Collaborators_v
and Verifiers_v denote the collaborators and model verifiers of operations in the request
chain, respectively.

Figure 7. The top layer of CPN model.

4.3. Design and Analysis of Authority Layer and Validation Layer
4.3.1. Formal Modelling

The Authority layer model is the bottom implementation of the authority-management
substitution transition, which models the role-authority-management function. As shown
in Figure 8, the model contains a total of 17 places and 10 transitions, with five of the
port places connected to the top-layer CPN model. The places UInfo and VInfo denote
the collaborators and model verifiers to be authorised, respectively, and C_list and V_list
are the lists of collaborators and model verifiers that have been authorised, respectively.
Collaborator permissions are modelled as a quadruplet (UAdd, URole, UStatus and UInfo)
with the collaborating node’s Ethernet address, node role, node-identity status and node
information overview, respectively. The model verifier authority is modelled as a five-tuple
(UAdd, URole, UStatus, UInfo and V_Credit), with the first four items of authority informa-
tion being the same as the collaborator and the fifth item being the model-verifier credibility
value. Therefore, we will introduce the places and transitions of the Authority layer in
terms of the model-verifier authority-management process, without going into the rest of
the content. The change Init_V models the collaborative node information-initialisation
behaviour, modifying the node-identity status from pending review to legal, and V_Auth
models the smart contract assignment of node role-authority behaviour, modifying the node
role from pending assignment to model verifier. The places V_Nodes and Co_Verifier denote
model verifiers before and after the role-authority assignment, respectively. The place
v_times denotes the number of times the smart contract presets role-authority assignment
to limit the supervisor’s authority assignment behaviour. The transition V_As adds model
verifiers that have been assigned collaborative node role authority to the list V_list and also
records the corresponding authority information to the place v_node. When a model verifier
behaves suspiciously, the Su can restrict its role authority through the AMC. The transitions
Cancel_V and Deau_V model the behaviour of the AMC restricting the authority of a model
verifier, and the places cancel_v and V_Malicious denote a malicious model verifier with its
corresponding suspicious behaviour, respectively.
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Figure 8. The Authority layer of CPN model.

The Validation layer is the bottom implementation of the Authorisation Validation
substitution transition, which models the role-authority-validation function in smart con-
tracts. As shown in Figure 9, the transition Validation_C models the collaborator-authority-
validation behaviour, which is achieved by determining whether a collaborator belongs
to the list of legitimate collaborators. The place of require_1 indicates the collaborator re-
quest, and the place of right_1 indicates the result of the smart contract authority-restriction
function, which returns “access” if it passes the authority verification; otherwise, it returns
“no acces”. The transitions Validation_C and Validation_U together represent the authority-
validation behaviour, where Validation_C determines whether the model verifier requesting
an on-chain operation belongs to the list of legitimate verifiers, Validation_U determines
whether the corresponding model verifier meets the credibility threshold requirements
and the places require_2 and right_2 represent the results returned by the model-verifier on-
chain operation request and the smart contract authority-restriction function, respectively.

Figure 9. The Validation layer of CPN model.

4.3.2. Formal Verification

To verify the degree of model-attribute satisfaction, based on the Authority and
Validation layer models, we set the initial marking of the top-layer model as M0 and use
the model verifier v1 as an example to execute the authority-management and verification
process by using the simulation tool as follows:
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Step 1 M0[Init_V>M1, Init_V transition fired and contract status is converted from M0 to
M1. At this point, E(VInfo, Init_2) <add, r, s, i, c>= 1’(“0x3001”, 0, 0, “v1”, 80). That
is, the arc pointing to the Init_V transition binds the authority information of the v1
to be authorised. After the Init_V transition is fired, the v1 status is updated to the
legal status.

Step 2 M1[V_Auth>M2, V_Auth transition fired and contract status is converted from M1
to M2. At this point, E(V_Nodes, V_Auth) <add, r, s, i, c>= 1’(“0x3001”, 0, 1, “v1”,
80), E(v_times, V_Auth) <times>= 1, E(admin, V_Auth) <upack>= 1’(“0x1001”, 1, 1,
“admin”). After the V_Auth transition is fired, the contract assigns the model-verifier
role authority to v1.

Step 3 M2[V_As>M3, V_As transition fired and contract status is converted from M2 to
M3. At this point, E(co_verifiers, V_As) <add, r, s, i, c>= 1’(“0x3001”, 3, 1, “v1”, 80).
After the V_As transition is fired, the contract adds v1 to the list of legitimate model
verifiers V_List.

Step 4 M3[Validation_V>M4, Validation_V transition fired and contract status is converted
from M3 to M4. At this point, E(Verifiers, Validation_V) >vmap>= 1’(“0x3001”, 80),
E(V_nodes, Validation_V) <v_addlist>= 1’[(“0x3001”, 3, 1, “v1”, 80)]. It is used to
determine whether or not v1 has legal-role authority.

Step 5 M4[Validation_U>M5, Validation_U transition fired and contract status is converted
from M4 to M5. At this point, E(verifier, Validation_U) <vmap>= 1’(“0x3001”, 80),
E(V_nodes, Validation_U) <require_2>= “access”. That is, the two arcs pointing
to the Validation_U transition bind the v1 operating on the application chain to
the application request, respectively. After the Validation_U transition is fired, the
contract determines whether the corresponding credibility value of v1 is greater
than the required threshold. Here, the threshold is met, and then v1 can perform the
on-chain operation it requested.

Step 6 M5[Cancel_V>M6, Cancel_U transition fired and contract status is converted from
M5 to M6. At this point, E(v_node, Cancel_V) <vpack> = 1’(“0x3001”, 3, 1, “v1”,
80). That is, the arc pointing to the transition Cancel_V binds information about the
model-verifier authority for possible malicious behaviour.

Step 7 M6[Deau_V>M6, Deau_U transition fired and contract status is converted from M5 to
M6. At this point, E(V_Malicious, Deau_V) <m>= m2, E(cancel_v, Deau_V) <vpack>=
1’(“0x3001”, 3, 1, “v1”, 80). That is, the contract confirms the presence of malicious
behaviour by verifier v1. After the Deau_V transition is fired, the contract removes
v1 from the list of legitimate verifiers and initialises its authority information to
(“0x3001”, 0, 0, “v1”, 0).

In the above steps, steps 1 to 3 simulate the process of the contract assigning the
verifier authority to model verifier v1, and steps 6 and 7 simulate the process of the contract
restricting the authority of v1 in the event of suspected malicious behaviour. The process of
contract authorisation and the restriction of permissions is atomic and requires supervisor
permissions when role permissions are assigned. The first attribute is therefore safeguarded.
Steps 4 and 5 simulate the contract authority-verification function. From the top-layer
model design and the above steps, it is clear that authority verification is a precondition for
nodes to apply for on-chain operations and that this verification process is not influenced
by external factors. Therefore, the second attribute is guaranteed.

4.4. Design and Analysis of Consensus Layer
4.4.1. Formal Modelling

The Consensus layer is the bottom implementation of the Task-Consensus substitution
transition, which models the consensus mechanism for model verification in collaborative-
learning mechanisms. As shown in Figure 10, the place Collaborators_v indicates the task
participants who have passed the authority verification, and the place Verifiers_v indicates
the model verifiers who have passed the authority verification. The transition Start Verifica-
tion indicates that the task participant has completed local pretraining model development
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and is ready to send the model to the model verifier to start the model-verification consen-
sus, and the places Init Flag and start consensus indicate that the smart contract initialises the
model-verification consensus flag bit. The transition Send Model indicates model transmis-
sion, the places participant and gas model the chain-transmission process and the place model
indicates that all model verifiers have received the model. The transition Distribute Key
models the encryption upload process, the place secret represents the encrypted random
numbers assigned to the different model verifiers and place verifier_s stores the model
verifiers and their corresponding random numbers. The transition verify models the smart
contract model-verification-consensus process, and the place accuracy represents the plain-
text verification results uploaded by a randomly assigned model verifier. The place match
records the number of results that have been matched, and the place mismatch records the
addresses of model verifiers that do not agree with the plaintext results. The transitions
consensus and No consensus indicate consensus reached and consensus failed, respectively.

Figure 10. The Consensus layer of CPN model.

4.4.2. Formal Verification

Let the model status shown in Figure 10 be Mi, and the steps to perform a model-
validation consensus by using the simulation tool are shown in Table 4. Steps 6 to 9 indicate
that the smart contract will only judge consensus reached if all verifiers participate in
the model-verification consensus and the cryptographic verification results are consistent.
Thus, the third property is guaranteed. To further illustrate the correctness of the model
and simulation results, the Consensus layer is analysed next and verified by using the state
space tool and Model Checking. Execute the following status formula:

fun Consensus (“incentive”: STRING) : Node list =
PredAllNodes (fn n =>cf(“incentive”, Mark.Consensus’create_incentive 1 n) >0);

Consensus(“incentive”);

The above state formula is executed to find the state space node corresponding to the model
status after the consensus transition is fired, and the function is executed to return node
70. The path query “Reachable’ (1, 70)” finds the state space node path from the initial
marking to the model-verification consensus, and the result shows (1, 3, 11, 18, 23, 24, 28,
44, 58, 70). Therefore, after the transition consensus is fired, the model will only produce
one marking, consistent with the simulation execution results. Figure 11 shows the results
of the execution of the above state formula and query statement.
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Table 4. The transition enables sequence of model-verification consensus.

Step Simulations

1 Mi[Start Verification>Mi+1, smart contract initialises consensus flag.
2 Mi+1[Send Model>Mi+2, Tp sends pretrained models to all model verifiers.
3 Mi+2[Send Model>Mi+3, smart contracts specify the cryptographic number for model verifier v1.
4 Mi+3[Send Model>Mi+4, smart contracts specify the cryptographic number for model verifier v2.
5 Mi+4[Send Model>Mi+5, smart contracts specify the cryptographic number for model verifier v3.
6 Mi+5[Verify>Mi+6, smart contract verifies the encryption verification result of v1.
7 Mi+6[Verify>Mi+7, smart contract verifies the encryption verification result of v2.
8 Mi+7[Verify>Mi+8, smart contract verifies the encryption verification result of v3.

9 Mi+8[Consensus>Mi+9, smart contract determines that a model-verification consensus has been reached, modifies the
consensus flag bit and creates TIC.

Figure 11. The execution results state formula and query statements of Consensus layer.

To further illustrate the status of the model when a consensus on model verification
is not reached, a status query statement “ListDeadMarkings()” is used to list all the dead
marks of the model, as shown in Figure 11. The results show that in addition to state node
70, state nodes 63 to 69 indicate the model status when a model-verification consensus has
not been reached. As shown in Figure 12, we listed the eight dead markings of the model
through the state space tool, and the results show that state nodes 63 to 69 are all in the
status of not reaching consensus on model verification, at which point the smart contract
records the addresses of model verifiers with inconsistent verification results (the token
values in the place mismatch).

Figure 12. The results of smart contract model verification.
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4.5. Design and Analysis of Arbitration Layer
4.5.1. Formal Modelling

The Arbitration layer model is the bottom implementation of the trust arbitration
substitution transition, which models the act of a smart contract initiating trust arbitration
on a model verifier. As shown in Figure 13, the model has three port places connected to
the top-layer model, where the place Collaborator_v denotes the task participants involved
in trust arbitration, the place admin denotes the supervisor who created the arbitration
and the place V_Nodes denotes the list of legitimate model verifiers. The transition Create
Arbitration indicates that the supervisor creates trust arbitration for the model verifier
with suspicious behaviour via the smart contract, and the place s_verifiers indicates that
verifier. The place initiate indicates the act of a task participant proposing trust arbitration,
the task participants join trust arbitration through the transition Join Arbitration and the
transition verification indicates the verification and confirmation of the suspicious behaviour.
The places confidence vote and suspicious behaviour indicate that all task participants have
completed the suspicious-behaviour confirmation and subsequently start the trust arbi-
tration vote through variation voting. Furthermore, we model a counter via place limit
to ensure that each participant has only one chance to vote. The places distrust and trust
indicate that the participants do not trust or trust the model verifier, and the transition
Cancel_Au models the act of revoking authority. If only half or less of the participants
believe that the model verifier is behaving suspiciously, the smart contract reduces the
model verifier credibility value based on the number of untrusted votes, and the transitions
Reduce_C and Update model the behaviour, with the place temp indicating that the model
verifier information is temporarily stored.

Figure 13. The Arbitration layer of CPN model.

4.5.2. Formal Verification

Let the model status shown in Figure 13 be Mi, and the steps to perform the model-
verifier trust arbitration by using the simulation tool are shown in Table 5. According
to the corresponding design of the Arbitration layer, in addition to the above simulation
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results, if there are task participants who choose not to trust the model verifier, the smart
contract will reduce the reputation value of the model verifier or remove its verifier role
authority based on the trust arbitration results. The state space tool gives the simulation
results shown in Table 5 corresponding to the model state nodes as 33. We use the query
statement “Reachable’ (1, 33)” to find the state space node path from the initial marking to
the completion of trust arbitration, and the result shows (1, 3, 7, 10, 15, 18, 27, 31, 33). We
then used the query statement “ListDeadMarkings()” to list all the dead markings of the
model and the results showed (25, 28, 29, 32, 33). From the previous analysis, it can be seen
that the four dead markings except state node 33 should be the case where there are task
participants who do not trust the model verifier, and to verify the correctness of the model
in this case, the following CPN ML status formula is executed:

fun Cancel (v_addlist: V_LIST) : Node list = PredAllNodes (fn n =>cf([], Mark. Arbitration’V_Nodes 1 n) >0);
Cancel([]);
fun Reduce(v_addlist:V_LIST) : Node list = PredAllNodes (fn n =>cf([(“0x3001”, 79)], Mark. Arbitration’V_Nodes 1 n) >0);
Reduce([(“0x3001”, 79)]);

The Cancel function indicates that more than half of the task participants believe that the
model verifier is behaving suspiciously, and the Reduce function indicates that only half
or less of the task participants choose not to trust the model verifier. Figure 14 shows the
results of the execution of the above query statement and status formula, with the Cancel
function returning a list of nodes (25, 28, 29) and the Reduce function returning a list of
nodes (32), showing that there were no unexpected error dead markings.

Table 5. The transition-enabled sequence of model-verifier trust arbitration.

Step Simulations

1 Mi[Create Arbitration → Mi+1], smart contract creates trust arbitration.
2 Mi+1[Join Arbitration → Mi+2], task participants participate in the vote of confidence in arbitration.
3 Mi+2[Verification → Mi+3], task participants confirm suspicious behaviour of the model verifier.
4 Mi+3[Voting → Mi+4], task participant 1 selects trust model verifier.
5 Mi+4[Voting → Mi+5], task participant 2 selects trust model verifier.
6 Mi+5[Voting → Mi+6], task participant 3 selects trust model verifier.
7 Mi+6[Reduce_C → Mi+7], smart contract adds model verifier with updated credibility value to list.
8 Mi+7[Update → Mi+8], smart contracts remove old model verifier information from the list.

Figure 14. The execution results of status formula and query statement of Arbitration layer.

As shown in Figure 15, we used the state space tool to list all the state node information
corresponding to the dead markings. The results show that state nodes 25, 28 and 29 are
the cases where more than half of the task participants have chosen not to trust the model
verifier v1. The smart contract removes the v1 verifier role from the list of legitimate
verifiers. State node 32 indicates that only one task participant has chosen not to trust v1,
and the corresponding information for v1 is updated to (“0x3001”, 79). State node 33 is
where all task participants choose to believe that there is no suspicious behaviour in v1,
and this result is consistent with the simulated execution results in Table 5. In summary,
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the smart contract can complete trust arbitration as designed, only removing its verifier role
authority if more than half of the task participants choose not to trust the model verifier.
The fourth attribute is therefore guaranteed.

Figure 15. The execution results of status formula and query statement of Arbitration layer.

5. Experiment and Case Study

In this section, we verify the usability of TDLearning. After the mechanism was
deployed, model-fusion validation and collaboration cases were presented. The experimen-
tal results demonstrate that the mechanism can provide a trusted and fair collaborative
infrastructure and effectively aggregate dispersed data resources to develop global models.

5.1. Platform

Firstly, we used Ganache-cli to simulate a remotely accessible private Ethereum
blockchain. Secondly, the smart contract was developed by using the Solidity language
and compiled and deployed by using the Truffle framework. Finally, we implement the
interaction with the smart contract through the Node.js and Web3.js languages. The com-
putational tasks in collaborative learning are performed in Python with the PyTorch deep
learning framework, and pretrained models are stored by using IPFS.

5.2. Model-Fusion Validation
5.2.1. Experimental Scenario Setup

To aggregate the value of dispersed data resources, the collaborative-learning mecha-
nism uses a model-fusion method based on feature fusion to achieve collaborative model
training and proposes the use of an attention mechanism to precisely guide the model-
fusion process. In order to verify the effectiveness of this mechanism for collaborative
model training, a collaborative task based on the MNIST [35] dataset and the CIFAR10 [36]
dataset is published by the task owner, and the global model classification accuracy is used
as the evaluation index to analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of model fusion. The ex-
periment set up one task owner and four task participants for a total of five collaboration
nodes, with the collaboration goal of improving the global model accuracy. The structure
of the pretrained model used by the collaborative nodes and the training parameters are
shown in Table 6. Based on the differences in data distribution between collaborating nodes,
the following three types of collaboration scenarios are experimentally set up to analyse
the adaptability of the model-fusion approach to different data distributions.

Scenario A: The data distribution in this scenario is shown in Table 7, with each node’s
local data being independently and identically distributed.

Scenario B: The distribution of data in this scenario is shown in Table 8, where all four
task participants had data samples from only some of the categories but the same amount
of data from different labels.
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Scenario C: In this scenario, the task owner has the same data as in the previous two
scenarios, and the distribution of the task participants’ data is shown in Figure 16. The
horizontal axis in the figure represents the sample category, and the vertical axis represents
the number of samples.

Table 6. Pretrained model structure and training parameters.

CNN-MNIST CNN-CIFAR10

Convolution layer 1 16 5 × 5 kernels 64 5 × 5 kernels
Pooling layer 1 2 × 2 max pooling 2 × 2 max pooling
Convolution layer 2 32 5 × 5 kernels 64 5 × 5 kernels
Pooling layer 2 2 × 2 max pooling 2 × 2 max pooling
Fully connected layer 128 units (with ReLU activation) 512 units (with ReLU activation)
Output layer Softmax Softmax
Optimiser Adam Adam
Learning rate 0.001 0.001
Batch size 64 64
Max local-training epochs 20 20
Max fine-tuning epochs 20 20

Table 7. Data distribution in scenario A (dataset: MNIST/CIFAR10).

Collaborative Nodes To Tp 1 Tp 2 Tp 3 Tp 4

Amount 1000/10,000 600/3000 600/3000 600/3000 600/3000
Label {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}

Table 8. Data distribution in scenario B (dataset: MNIST/CIFAR10).

Collaborative Nodes To Tp 1 Tp 2 Tp 3 Tp 4

Amount 1000/10,000 600/3000 600/3000 600/3000 600/3000
Label {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} {0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7} {1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9} {1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9} {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}

Figure 16. Data distribution in scenario C.

Based on the above experimental scenario, the method proposed in [26] (F-Concat)
is compared with the feature-fusion method based on the attention mechanism proposed
in this paper (F-Attention). Meanwhile, the Federated Average Algorithm (FedAvg) in
Federated Learning is introduced as a benchmark, and the five collaborating nodes in
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Federated Learning are trained with the following settings. In the MNIST dataset scenario,
the number of local training rounds for the collaborative nodes is 20 and the maximum
number of global model updates is 100, while in the CIFAR10 dataset scenario, the number
of local training rounds for the collaborative nodes is 20 and the maximum number of
global model updates is 50. In addition, the node-selection process is ignored in the global
model update process, i.e., all nodes are selected to complete the global model update each
time. For the processing of private data, the two steps are used. On the one hand, task
participants register their local private data by using a data-management contract, which
acts as a data node participating in collaborative-learning tasks. On the other hand, task
participants use a specified model structure to develop pretrained models locally by using
their private data.

5.2.2. Experimental Conclusions and Analysis

Based on the above experimental setup, the experimental results for the three types
of collaboration scenarios are shown in Figure 17. The vertical axis in the figure indi-
cates the average global model accuracy, and the horizontal axis indicates the number of
fusion models. As shown in the experimental results, the classification accuracy of the
global model developed by the proposed F-Attention improved steadily with the increase
in the number of pretrained models fused in different collaboration scenarios, which ef-
fectively completed the fusion of the pretrained models. The F-Concat performed the
worst, with degradation of the global model performance occurring in several scenarios,
i.e., the global model accuracy decreased as the number of global-model-fusion pretrained
models increased. The experimental results show that the attention mechanism used by
the F-Attention achieves accurate guidance for feature fusion and avoids the degradation
of the global model performance when a simple concatenation of features is performed.
At the same time, the experimental results also indicate that the FedAvg has significant
advantages in scenario one where the local data of collaborative nodes is independently
and identically distributed. Its final global model classification accuracy is superior to the
model-fusion method based on feature fusion. In scenarios two and three with heteroge-
neous data distribution, the F-Attention and the FedAvg method ended up with similar
global model classification accuracies. The advantage of F-Attention is the efficiency of
model fusion, which requires only one round of parameter interaction to complete the
model fusion with a time complexity of O(1), while FedAvg requires multiple rounds of
parameter interaction with a time complexity of O(n), where n denotes the number of
rounds of parameter interaction. The effectiveness and usability of the methodology of the
paper are verified by evaluating the model-fusion technique.

5.3. Case Study

In order to fully analyse and verify the usability of TDLearning, a typical case is
implemented. A university released a collaborative task based on the F-MNIST [37] dataset,
and four research institutions had the type of data and decided to participate in a collab-
orative effort to develop a global model together through collaborative model training.
The university as the task owner has 2000 training samples containing 200 data samples
for each of the 10 categories from 0 to 9 and has all 10,000 test samples. The four research
institutions, as task participants, each have 2000 training samples, with heterogeneous
data distribution due to different data sources. Each of the five collaborative nodes used
the following pretrained model structure: a CNN with two 5 × 5 convolutional layers
(the first with 16 channels while the second with 32, each followed by a ReLU activation
and 2 × 2 max pooling), a fully connected layer with 256 units (with the ReLU activation
function) and a final softmax output layer. The model training parameters were set as
follows: learning rate: 0.001, batch size: 64, optimiser: Adam, max local training epochs: 30,
max fine-tuning epochs: 20.
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Figure 17. Experimental results in three scenarios: in different collaboration scenarios, with the
increase in the number of fused pretrained models, the classification accuracy of the global model
developed based on F-Attention has been steadily improved.

5.3.1. Task-Information-Initialisation Phase

Steps (a) to (c) in Figure 18 represent collaborative node-identity registration and
authorisation, data registration and on-chain data retrieval, respectively. The prerequisite
for collaborative nodes to participate in collaborative tasks is the registration of identity
information and the assignment of role authority, i.e., their Ethereum account address is
tied to the authority information. Step (a) shows the task owner node-identity registration
and role-authority-assignment process, where the smart contract assigns the corresponding
role authority to the node after its identity information has been successfully registered.
As shown in this diagram, the assignment of authority triggers the UpdateNodeAuthority
event, indicating that the node has completed the authorisation process, and the authorisa-
tion process is recorded and interacted with in an event manner. The identity-registration
and authorisation process for the rest of the collaborating nodes is the same as that of the
node, after which each node has the authority to participate in the on-chain collaboration.

Step (b) shows the data-registration process for a research institution, where the smart
contract completes the data registration and returns the transaction record information.
As shown in this step, once the basic data information is filled in, the data are success-
fully registered and added to the data list via the DMC. The smart contract then creates
an inverted index for the data and initialises its data-quality evaluation. Subsequently,
the remaining three research institutions all completed data registration through the above
steps with data hashes of eh86m1, 9uthew and po8a7r, respectively. Step (c) shows the
data-retrieval process; after successful retrieval, the smart contract returns the data hash
value corresponding to the retrieval keyword and triggers the data-retrieval event.
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Figure 18. (a–c): task-information-initialisation phase, (d–f): task-execution phase.

In the information-initialisation phase of the collaborative task, each collaborative node
completed the registration of identity information and was assigned the corresponding
role authority by the smart contract. The four research institutes then uploaded local data
information to the blockchain as participants of the task, and the smart contract completed
data indexing and a data-quality evaluation, establishing a trusted on-chain database for
the collaborative task. In summary, the allocation of role authority and the establishment
of the trusted database marked the completion of the initialisation of the collaborative
task information.

5.3.2. Task-Execution Phase

After identifying the task participants and model verifiers involved in the collabo-
ration, the task owner invokes the task initialisation function of the task-management
contract to register the collaborative task with the blockchain and at the same time pledge
the task incentive to the contract. As in step (d), when the smart contract determines
that sufficient task incentives have been pledged, the task owner can officially release the
task, and the task status is updated to formal publication. After the collaborative task is
officially released, the task owner first sends the standard test set of the pretrained model
to all model verifiers in an on-chain encrypted manner. The task participants then send
the pretrained models to all model verifiers in an on-chain encrypted manner after they
have been developed, and the model verifiers evaluate the pretrained models with the
standard test sets and upload the model-verification results in an encrypted manner via the
TMC. When the TMC determines that a consensus on model validation has been reached,
it then creates a task-incentive contract for the task and publishes a corresponding event to
incentivise task participants and model verifiers with a preset incentive benchmark and
model-validation results as indicators, as shown in step (e).

After the task owner received the verified pretrained models, multiple models were
fused by using a model-fusion method based on feature fusion to develop a global model.
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Figure 19 shows the classification accuracy of the multiple pretrained models as well as
the global model, showing that the average classification accuracy of the global model
steadily increases as the number of fused models increases. At the end of the task incentive,
the supervisor invokes the authority-management contract and the data-evaluation contract,
respectively, to update the model verifier credibility value and the collaborative data-quality
evaluation associated with this collaborative task, as shown in step (f). Once the above
steps have been completed, the task is set to finished and this collaborative task is over.

Figure 19. Pretrained model and global model classification accuracy.

5.3.3. Trustworthiness and Fairness

Trustworthiness: Firstly, the smart-contract-based authority-management function
implements the access mechanism for distributed collaboration and completes the role-
based authority assignment. The binding of identity information and authority encourages
collaborative nodes to act honestly and avoid the influence of malicious nodes on collabo-
rative tasks. Secondly, the blockchain records the collaborative tasks and the collaborative
interactions between nodes, and its traceable and tamper-evident storage content strongly
restrains the possible malicious behaviour of nodes. Thirdly, smart contracts control the
process of collaborative tasks and complete the automatic incentive for collaborative nodes,
freeing them from reliance on trusted third parties. Finally, the introduction of events in the
mechanism further increases the trustworthiness of the collaboration mechanism. On the
one hand, events serve as signals for smart contracts to respond to and trigger collaboration
behaviours, describing the blockchain transaction behaviour at a specific or specified mo-
ment, and collaborating nodes can listen to the events to obtain the collaboration process
and execute the corresponding collaboration behaviours. On the other hand, the Ethereum
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platform records events in the form of logs, and collaborative nodes can retrieve the history
of collaborative actions through the logs.

Fairness: The collaborative-learning mechanism introduces a model-verification con-
sensus mechanism to evaluate the contribution of different task participants to the collabo-
rative task. Multiple model verifiers independently verify the pretrained models submitted
by task participants and reach a consensus on the verification through a smart contract
and finally incentivise the task participants with the model accuracy. The model-verification
consensus and task incentive are both accomplished by the smart contract, which protects
the interests of both the task owner and task participants and encourages more data nodes
to participate in the collaborative task.

6. Conclusions

To address the problems of the ineffective aggregation of dispersed data resources
and the low trustworthiness of existing distributed-collaborative-learning architectures,
we propose TDLearning. The mechanism uses blockchain as the distributed collabora-
tive environment, and smart contracts define and encapsulate distributed collaborative
behaviours, relationships and specifications. At the same time, based on the smart contract
collaboration architecture and transfer learning, a model-fusion method based on feature
fusion is proposed to realise distributed-model collaborative training and aggregate the
value of dispersed data resources to improve the model performance. We analyse the
trustworthiness of smart contracts by means of formal methods and analyse the usability
of the proposed mechanism by means of experiments and a case study. The experimental
results show that the mechanism provides a credible and fair collaboration infrastructure
and organises decentralised data resources to accomplish the collaborative training of
models to develop effective global models. In subsequent studies, we would combine
and compare with other blockchain technologies to further improve the effectiveness of
distributed collaborative learning. Meanwhile, the application scenarios of the model
would be extended to verify the practicality of the architecture.
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